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Young Energy Professionals
(YEP) Forum
The YEP Forum is a network to promote the latest generation
of energy industry professionals, providing opportunities to
collaborate, develop and recognise successes.
We now have over 2000
representing over

individual members

350 different organisations.

The Forum runs events for members throughout the year, including panel
discussions where industry experts discuss topical issues, interviews with
sector leaders, networking sessions, site visits and social events. Once a
year, we hold the annual YEP Awards Ceremony to recognise the successes
and achievements of young professionals in the energy industry.
In 2021 we have continued to grow our network and pursued an ambitious
programme of activity. As part of this, we posted a survey to our members
to help shape thinking in the run-up to COP26.
This report marks our contribution to an instrumental year for the energy
and climate sphere.

Follow us
@YEPForum, @EnergyUKcomms
Young Energy Professionals Forum
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Forum Chair and Vice Chair Remarks:
As the YEP Forum we are proud to present our first thought leadership report Tomorrow’s Ideas, Today:
Insights from The Young Energy Professionals Forum.
In a year where COP26 is on the horizon, the YEP Forum wanted to contribute to the discussion.
We consulted young energy professionals in the industry through a survey to provide their views in order to
give all stakeholders a chance to input into the discussion regarding net zero Strategy. With the help of CGI
consultants and the CGI text analytics tool, Wordnerds, we extracted key highlights and recommendations
from the responses.
The recommendations that have emerged from this report showcase the value of young professional voices
in the industry and provide an opportunity for the future leaders to reverse-mentor current leaders.
With representation across the whole energy sector value chain, this report encompasses the diversity of
thought of young professionals in the industry.

We hope that our contribution to the climate change discussion, particularly
within the energy industry, will spark innovation to support sector leaders as
they pave the way to Net Zero.

Sholan Pillay
YEP Forum Vice-Chair and
Portfolio Shaft Line Engineer,
RWE Generation

Caroline Gundu
YEP Forum Chair and
Senior Business Consultant,
CGI
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Tomorrow’s ideas, today
2021 will be marked as a significant year for the UK energy sector with a
number of important strategies relating to the energy industry and Net Zero
being published by Governments across the nation.
The UK is also set to host the November COP26 Climate Summit in Glasgow in the midst of the ongoing
Covid-19 global pandemic. The importance of this summit and the increasing prominence of net zero for
our industry and for those working within it has inspired the YEP forum to conduct a survey of young
professionals and produce this report.
The report’s aim is to highlight the views of young energy professionals on the UK’s current delivery and
progress toward the 2050 net zero target. Today’s young professionals will be the senior leaders in the final
decades between now and 2050, implementing the final details of how this transition will be delivered,
with the energy sector underpinning decarbonisation across the whole economy.
This report also demonstrates the value of young professional voice and serves to allow tomorrow’s
future leaders to reverse-mentor today’s senior leaders. It highlights a particular emphasis on personal
recommendations and sentiment from YEPs on the delivery of net zero and marks the forum’s conscious’
shift toward focusing on this target, inspired by November’s COP Summit. Recommendations from this
report are broad in nature and intended to provoke discussion.

With thanks to the YEP Secretariat
and Steering Committee Subgroup
Yumann Siddiq, Iona Penman, Brendon
Marsh, Vasundhra Chopra, Jess Gruet,
Ellen Jennings, Paige Truelove, Catherine
Hunter, Richard Gow, Lauren Snoxell,
Meera Kotak, Sholan Pillay and Caroline
Gundu.
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The report
Quantitative findings from the survey have been analysed by the Energy UK YEP Team. As well as highlighting
opinions from YEPs on each question, the report also showcases interesting relationships between individual
answers and the region, experience level and/or field of YEPs within the sector.
Qualitative findings from open ended questions have been analysed and grouped together by CGI through use
of their text analytics and insight software, WordNerds. The Energy UK YEP Team have individually selected
particularly interesting suggestions from respondents which are presented in quote form throughout the report
to showcase young professional creativity, innovative thinking and value in net zero discussions.

Key Findings
Mitigation
• Around a half of all YEP respondents are confident in the UK Government’s current plans for reaching the
2050 net zero target.
•

Similar numbers also view UK climate leadership as being ahead of other countries and only 1 in 8 view it to be
behind most other countries.

•

Common barriers suggested by YEPs who are not confident in the Government’s current plans include a
perception of there being a lack of clarity or actionable plans in place, a gap in policy for reaching targets and
little incentive given to business and the general public to support net zero plans.

Adaptation and Resilience
•

YEPs anticipate that falling costs of low-carbon technologies will be the main driving force behind
decarbonisation.

•

Only 1 in 10 feel that there is currently sufficient focus on how the UK’s transition to net zero will affect
people in vulnerable circumstances. Almost 8 in 10 think that more focus is required, with just over a half
of YEPs responding that much greater focus is necessary.

Finance
•

To further incentivise climate-friendly behaviour, YEPs marginally favour greater government subsidy mechanisms
for low-carbon alternatives over the implementation of further green taxes on carbon intensive activities.

•

Common tools recommended to deliver the significant investment that is needed for the net zero transition
include subsidies and grants for research, taxation on carbon intensive schemes, safeguarding revenue and
incentivising private investment.

Collaboration
•

The percentage of YEPs perceiving a significant level of collaboration with the following industries are:
•

Government bodies (54%)

•

Business sector (32%)

•

Other utilities (28%)

•

Civil society (23%)

•

Financial industry (22%)

Looking Ahead
•
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The top three factors which YEPs consider when deciding to stay in or apply to a role are:
•

Opportunities for progression

•

The feeling of being able to make a difference to the organisation

•

A positive commitment to reaching or contributing to net zero

•

Whilst 57% of YEPs perceive there to be enough opportunities for them to engage with the development
of their organisation’s net zero ambitions, 32% feel there not to be enough of such important opportunities.

Mitigation
Mitigation measures serve to reduce current emissions, decreasing the amount of greenhouse
gases being emitted each year. We chose to look at this COP26 theme as it is the base measure
in reaching net zero emissions by 2050. We and wanted to understand YEP opinions on the UK
Government’s current progress and delivery of this goal.

We asked YEPs how confident they are (if at all) in the UK Government’s current plans for
reaching the 2050 net zero emissions target?
Only around a half of young energy professionals (47%) are confident in the Government’s current plans to
reach net zero by 2050.
•

59% of male respondents expressed confidence in the Government’s plans, compared to only
40% of female respondents.

We asked YEPs how they would rate the UK’s international climate leadership compared
to the leadership shown by other countries.
•

Once more, just under a half of all young energy professionals (49%) view UK climate
leadership as being ahead of other countries and only 1 in 8 view the UK to be behind other
countries.
YEP ratings on the UK’s international climate leadership
8%

12%

49%

31%

Ahead

•

On Par

Behind

Don’t Know

YEPs working in the Nuclear or Renewables fields are most likely to place the UK’s leadership ahead of
other countries, whilst those working in Oil & Gas are the most likely to place leadership as being behind.

We asked YEPs who perceive the UK’s climate leadership as lagging behind most other
countries to give examples of promising leadership shown elsewhere:
•
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Respondents highlighted the following countries as ahead of the UK in terms of climate leadership:
Germany, New Zealand, Sweden, Denmark and Norway.

We asked YEPs who do not feel confident in the Government’s current plans for re
explain what they saw the main barriers to be:

We asked YEPs who do not feel confident in the Government’s current plans for reaching
net zero to explain what they saw the main barriers to be:

Notwithstanding broad YEP consensus that many realistic and achievable targets a
number of common barriers were highlighted:
Notwithstanding broad YEP consensus that many realistic and achievable targets are in place, a number of
common barriers were highlighted:
Large companies
have been slow to
invest in the growth
and deployment of
renewable energy.
There is little clarity
and direction in the
government’s net
zero policies. The
strategy is ill-defined

The introduction of
new net zero
policies can be slow
Citizens and business lack
the infrastructure and
incentives to drive
change and support the
government in meeting
its targets
There is a gap
between policies
and targets for the
decarbonisation of
heat and transport

Few clear and
‘actionable’ plans
are in place

Drive and ambition
to meet targets is
not always visible

YEP Recommendation: Young energy professionals perceive there to be a p
lack of coherent strategy for achieving our 2050 net zero target. We recom
YEP Recommendation:
UK Government sets out a credible plan which outlines a holistic view of th
Young
energy
perceive
therewithin
to be a policy
– delivery gap innet
our zero
commitment
and its
roleprofessionals
in meeting
net zero
its forthcoming
strategy be
to achieving the 2050 Net Zero target. We recommend that the UK Government closely
Climate
Summit.
adhere
to the
comprehensive plans set out in the recently published Net Zero Strategy, but
also provide greater detail with regards to implementation of these plans so that they can
and will be delivered.
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Adaptation and Resilience
ADAPTATION AND RESILIENCE
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We also asked YEPs if they feel that there is currently sufficient focus on how the UK’s
transition to net zero will affect customers in vulnerable circumstances, i.e. those with
the inability to purchase affordable warmth.
When considering how we adapt to climate change and the factors that will drive decarbonisation, we must
not forget to ensure customer resilience to the changes that net zero policy will introduce to their lives.
Only 1 in 10 young energy professionals feel that there is currently sufficient focus on how the UK’s
transition to net zero will affect customers in vulnerable circumstances. Almost 8 in 10 say that more focus is
required, with just over a half of all YEPs thinking that much greater focus is required.
•

YEPs working in Policy, Communications and in the Customers field are the most likely to say
that much greater focus is needed on how net zero will affect vulnerable households.

YEP Recommendation:
Based on our findings, young energy professionals suggest that the Government continue
to focus on policy and market frameworks that reduce the cost of low carbon technology.
YEPs also strongly recommend that all stakeholders from across the sector ensure that
customers in vulnerable circumstances are at the forefront of net zero plans.
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for the energy transition is vital in the successful delivery of net zero. We
what YEPs consider to be the key tools to finance this transition.

Finance

We asked YEPs what they would rather the government focus on to incentiv
behaviour and de-centivise climate costly behaviour: Greater green tax on c
This section on finance considers how a net zero transition will be funded and explores potential
or greater subsidy mechanisms on low carbon alternatives

options and barriers to this. We chose to look at this COP26 theme as mobilising the investment
for the energy transition is vital in the successful delivery of net zero. We wanted to find out what
Young energy professionals marginally favour government implementatio
YEPs consider to be the key tools to finance this transition.

mechanisms for low-carbon alternatives over that of green taxes on carbo

support
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over climate
that for green tax
We asked YEPs whatRespondent
they would rather
thefor
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focusmechanisms
on to incentivise
friendly behaviour and
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green
taxes
on carbon
age.
Over 70%climate
of YEPscostly
aged 35-55+
saidGreater
that they
would
support
greater su
intensive activities orcarbon
greaterintensive
subsidy mechanisms
on
low
carbon
alternatives.
activities over greater green tax.
Percentage of respondants

Young energy professionals marginally favour government implementation of greater subsidy
Support for subsidiy mechanisms vs green tax
mechanisms for low-carbon alternatives
over that of green taxes on carbon intensive activities.
80%
Respondent support for green subsidy mechanisms over that for green tax was seen to75%
increase with age. 75%
60%
Over 70% of YEPs aged 35-55+ said that they would support greater subsidy mechanisms on carbon
intensive activities over greater green taxes.
54%

40%

50%

46%

42%

Percentage ofr espondants

Support for subsidiy mechanisms vs green tax
80%
60%
40%

46%

54%

20%

20%

75%

0%
50%

75%

18-24
42%

71%

25-34

35-44
45-54
Age
Support for Subsidy Mechanisms
Support for greater gree

25%
We also asked YEPs which tools
20% they think should be used to deliver the sig
14%
is needed for the UK to transition to net zero

0%
18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

Age
Common key tools recommended
include:

Support for Subsidy Mechanisms

Common key tools recommended include:

55+

Support for greater green taxes

We also asked YEPs which tools they think should
be used to deliver the significant investment that
is needed for the UK to transition to Net Zero.

Incentivising
Incentivising
private investment

Taxation on
carbon intensive
schemes

Tackling tax
evasion to
subsidise green
technologies

Safeguarding
revenue

Subsidies
Subsidise and
grants for carbon
reduction
technology and
research
Linking mortages
mortgages
to low carbon
heating
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25%

20%

Here’s what some of our YEPs suggested in their own words:
• We need:

•

•

“Innovative competitions and incubators for new technology and sponsoring of investors.”

•

“An emphasis in the education system on sustainability to shift culture away from the hustle
economy.”

•

“To set a uniform definition of what is green to incentivise investment.”

•

“A climate fee and dividend model that organisations such as the Citizens Climate Lobby are
campaigning for.’’

“The rules of our system were written for outdated thermal generators – the greatest tool is to overhaul the
design of the system for Net Zero, rather than in spite of it.”

YEP Recommendation:
Based on our findings, young energy professionals recommend that the Government
implement a mixture of green tax and subsidy mechanisms to help finance the net zero
transition. We ask that both the energy industry and policymakers also give serious
consideration to the innovative YEP recommendations on alternative tools to deliver this.
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We asked YEPs how they would judge the current level of collaboration between
COLLABORATION
and these various stakeholders in the delivery of the net zero transition
Collaboration in this section refers to the act of working together with civil society, across
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this. as the level of change required to meet net zero is vast and encompasses all

Collaboration

elements of the energy system. Therefore,
22%is key to manage this.
Finance collaboration across the system

We asked YEPs how they would judge the current level of collaboration between the energy sector
23%
Civil society
and these
various
stakeholders
in
the
delivery
of
the
net
zero
transition
We asked YEPs how they would judge the current level of collaboration between the energy
28%
Proportion of YEPs perceving significant levels of collaboration
Business
with: levels of collaboration with: 32%
Proportion of YEPs perceiving significant

Other utilitiesin the delivery of the net zero transition.
sector and these various stakeholders

Government bodies
22%
22%

Financial Sector

Finance

23%
23%

Civil Society
Civil
society

28%
28%

Otherutilities
utilities
Other

We also
asked
YEPs for examples of collaboration
Business
Sector
32%
32% between organisations in the e
Business
those
in other sectors that the industry as a whole can learn from
Government Bodies
54%
54%

Government bodies

An extensive range of organisations and initiatives were mentioned, including tho
We also
for examples
of and
collaboration
between
organisations
in the energy
of asked
open YEPs
banking
principles
collaboration
between
the energy
and technology
sector and those in other sectors that the industry as a whole can learn from.
innovation such as smart meters. Incentives on subsidising electric vehicle use fo
We also asked YEPs for examples of collaboration between organisations in the energy sector and
also range
stated,
alongsideand
initiatives
to reduce waste,
such as Transport for London u
of organisations
initiatives were
thoseAninextensive
other sectors
that the industry
as a wholementioned,
can learnincluding
from those which make use of open
bankingfrom
principles
andnetwork.
collaboration between the energy and technology sector to deliver innovation such as
their
smart meters. Incentives on subsidising electric vehicle use for businesses were also highlighted, alongside

An extensive
range
organisations
and initiatives
including
those which make use
initiatives to
reduceofwaste,
such as Transport
for Londonwere
utilisingmentioned,
waste heat from
their network.
Belowprinciples
are further
examples of between
key energy
to non-energy
sectorsector
collaborative
of open banking
and collaboration
the energy
and technology
to deliverinit
Here are further examples of key energy
from:
innovation learn
such as
smart meters. Incentives on subsidising electric vehicle use for businesses were
to non-energy sector collaborative initiatives
also stated,
initiatives to reduce waste, such as Transport
for London utilising waste heat
that we alongside
can learn from:
Open banking
principles
from their network.
Below are further examples of key energy to non-energy
Power purchase sector collaborative initiatives that we can
Sellafield Social
agreements/
Impact project
learn from:
hydrogen economy
Open banking
principles

Power purchase
agreements/
hydrogen economy

Good Energy x BAFTA –A
collaboration with the
creative arts industry
Sellafield Social
Impact project

Industrial clusters
like Zero Carbon
Humber

Solar powered
refrigeration
Good Energy x BAFTA –A
collaboration with the
creative arts industry

Solar powered
refrigeration

‘Breathing space’ – A
collaboration
between business
and finance
Industrial
clusters on debt
like Zero Carbon
relief
Humber
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‘Breathing space’ – A
collaboration

Some Some
common
keywords
mentioned
positively
in YEP
water,utilities
utilitiesand
and technology
common
keywords
mentioned
positively
in YEPsuggestions
suggestions included
included water,
as a result
of
respondents
believing
that
there
has
been
great
progress
in
recent
years
with
the
introduction of
technology as a result of respondents believing that there has been great progress in recent years
digitalised
and water
due
to new
innovative
start-ups.
with energy
the introduction
ofsystems
digitalised
energy
andand
water
systems technology
due to new and
innovative technology
start-ups.
Common topics mentioned negatively related to the lack of collaboration between the energy sector and
the buildings
construction
sector. related to the lack of collaboration between the energy
Commonand
topics
mentioned negatively
sector and the buildings and construction sector.

We asked
YEPs
theenergy
energy
sector
can better
engage
with the
general
We asked
YEPshow
how the
sector
can better
engage with
the general
public
to reach public
our net to reach
our net
ambitions:
zerozero
ambitions:
Reponses from young energy professionals highlight three broad principles for engaging the
Reponses from young energy professionals highlight three broad principles for engaging the
general public:
general public:
1. Greater focus on decreasing the cost of green energy for consumers;
Educating
to make
choices
to understand
the benefits of
1. 2.
Greater
focusthe
on public
decreasing
thebetter
cost of
greenand
energy
for consumers;
decarbonisation;
2. Educating the public to make better choices and to understand the benefits of decarbonisation;
3. Emphasis from the energy sector on regaining trust from the general public over
3. Emphasis
from theimpact,
energytosector
regaining
from the
over environmental
environmental
lead byonexample
andtrust
to address
thegeneral
issue ofpublic
‘greenwashing’
which
undermines
the to
sector.
impact,
to lead confidence
by exampleinand
address the issue of ‘greenwashing’ which undermines
confidence in the sector.
Increased social
media engagement

Community outreach
and benefits schemes
for renewables
projects

Vouchers and
discounts for EV
purchase

So, what do YEPs
think better
engagement looks
like?

Better collaboration
with businesses

Education in schools

A person centered
approach that is just
and fair

Here’s what some of our YEP’s suggested in their own words:
Here’s what some of our YEP’s suggested in their own words:
• Net zero should be “framed as an opportunity rather than a chore”
- Net zero should be “framed as an opportunity rather than a chore”
should
“Explain
risks
doingnothing”
nothing”
• -We We
should
“Explain
thethe
risks
ofof
doing
must
move
away
from
presentingtechnology
technologyas
as silver
silver bullets
bullets to
• -“PR“PR
must
move
away
from
presenting
to climate
climate change
changeand
and recognise
recognise
the
scale
and
complexity
of
the
task.”
the scale and complexity of the task.”

YEP Recommendation: All organisations that will play a role in delivering net zero must
look to enhance collaboration with each other, government and across the private and
YEP Recommendation:
third sectors. Young energy professionals recommend that the Government and energy
All organisations
that will
play a
role
in delivering
Net
must
look
to enhance
industry in particular
engage
and
educate
the public
on Zero
benefits
of the
transition
to net
collaboration
with
each
other,
government
and
across
the
private
and
third
sectors.
zero alongside explaining the environmental and social costs of not meeting such climate Young
energy
professionals recommend that the Government and energy industry in particular
targets.
engage and educate the public on benefits of the transition to net zero alongside explaining
the environmental and social costs of not meeting such climate targets.
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Looking ahead
In this final chapter, we explore what YEPs think about their own professional development in
the energy sector and how the net zero target will shape their future career paths. We chose
to focus on this as today’s young energy professionals will be the senior leaders in 2050
implementing the final details in our delivery of Net Zero. Therefore, our voices and opinions
on the industry we work in should be of value.

We asked YEPs to outline the key factors that they take into account when considering
career options.

1

Top three factors picked were:

Opportunities for progression

2

An organisation having positive
commitment to reaching or
contributing to Net Zero

3

The feeling of being
able to make a difference
to an organisation

• 61% of female YEPs picked an organisation having a positive commitment to Net Zero as one of their main
considerations, compared to only 40% of male YEPs.

We also asked YEPs if they think that there are enough opportunities to engage with the
development of their organisation’s net zero ambitions:

11%

32%
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Yes
No
Unsure

57%

What made YEPs feel that they do have enough opportunities?
Some YEPs mentioned that the development of their organisation’s net zero ambitions was a specific part
of their job role, while others stated that their organisation has specific open networks and forums where
employees can feed in such ideas.

Dedicated annual
budgets for delivery
of net zero projects

Open door policies
for voicing opinions
to senior leadership
What has successful
engagement looked
like for some YEPs?

Organisation wide
culture change

An approachable
and
welland
communicative
leadership team

Employee surveys
and town halls

What made others feel that they do not have enough opportunities?
others
feel
that they do not
have enough
opportunities?
SomeWhat
YEPs made
said that
their
organisation’s
approach
to feeding
in ideas on net zero was less clear than
it can be, with ‘silo culture’ coming into effect and organisations as a whole lacking a clearly aligned
Some YEPs said that their organisation’s approach to feeding in ideas on Net Zero was less clear than it can
view or
be,strategy.
with ‘silo culture’ coming into effect and organisations as a whole lacking a clearly aligned view or strategy.
It is apparent
levelofofopportunity
opportunity forfor
employees
to engage
with their
net zero ambitions
It is apparent
thatthat
thethe
level
employees
to engage
withorganisation’s
their organisation’s
net
varies vastly depending on each company, but that clear and open forums where employees can engage with
zero ambitions
varies vastly depending on each company, but that clear and open forums where
these issues are a great asset for increasing engagement in this area.
employees can engage with these issues are a great asset for increasing engagement in this area.

SomeSome
common
and more
specific
examples
of room
for improvement
were:
common
and more
specific
examples
of room
for improvement
were:
›
›
›
›
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•

Siloed cultures of working where there can be limited opportunities to engage and feed into

Siloed company
culturesstrategy;
of working where there can be limited opportunities to engage and feed into
company strategy;
• Top heavy company structures where decisions are only made by senior executives, leaving little
Top heavy company structures where decisions are only made by senior executives, leaving
opportunity for input from less senior employees;
little opportunity for input from less senior employees;
• Lack of encouragement to get involved with decision making; lack of drive and incentive to be
Lack
of encouragement to get involved with decision making;
involved when this conflicts with day-to-day workstreams.
Lack of drive and incentive to be involved when this conflicts with day-to-day workstreams.

›
›

Lack of encouragement to get involved with decision making;
Lack of drive and incentive to be involved when this conflicts with day-to-day workstreams.

Here are some more specific and interesting thoughts from YEPs in their own words on
organisational engagement with staff on net zero activity.
•

“There should be a young person’s environmental interest group”

•

“I know our goal 100% and updates are given…however I don’t know how I can support activity”

•

“There is a perceived ‘experience’ checklist”

•

“Such schemes are at a strategic level, where young engineers are not”

•

“It can feel like an elite club of net zero which the majority aren’t actively involved in”

•

“Internal networks, events and challenge panels” work well to engage staff.

•

“My company has a next generation executive committee of young people”

YEP Recommendation:
Based on our findings, whilst opportunities for progression remain an important factor for
young energy professionals in career-navigating decisions, the presence of and opportunity
to meaningfully engage in an organisation’s net zero strategy are also highly significant
points in such decision making.
We recommend that organisations within the energy sector tackle silo-culture and open
up net zero engagement opportunities to all in their diverse workforce. Open door policies
and communicative leadership teams should be accompanied by meaningful avenues to
engage with company action on net zero.
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Public

Industry

Policy

Incentivisation

Penalisation

Investment

Reduce tax on businesses that
can demonstrate green energy
consumption above a certain
threshold

Offer more subsidies and
funding grants for green
technology and research schemes

Learn from industry-specific net
zero initiatives and incorporate
best practices into policy

Ensure any new strategy or policy
changes are implemented and
communicated quickly
and clearly

Further engage the scientific
community in developing
government policies relating
to Net Zero

Collaboration

Ensure robust policy frameworks
that provide the private sector with
the certainty needed to deliver a net
zero economy

Ensure government net zero
policies are clear, realistic and
actionable at all levels

Increase collaboration between
local authorities and the national
government, so that policy is being
led by the needs of all
areas of the UK

Encourage the younger
generation to put forward new
and innovative ideas for the
government to consider

Ensure closer collaboration
between the government and
industry to help educate the public
about adapting their consumption
behaviours

Build reliable, green transport
systems utilising innovative low
carbon technology

Make those who negatively impact
the environment accountable for
their actions

Tackle tax evasion to generate
more funding to further subsidise
green technologies

Increase taxation on
carbon intensive activities

Link mortgages to low carbon
heating systems

Make the wider public aware
of the potential lifestyle changes
required to support the transition to
a zero carbon economy

Make it easier for consumers to
contribute towards net zero e.g. by
encouraging supermarkets to offer
plastic-free products

Invest in R&D of green fuels
for planes

Enforce electric vans and lorries
for haulage for companies that
manage large fleets

Increase Investment in
low carbon infrastructure such
as EV charging points and green
hydrogen grids

Make green tariffs the default
option for consumers

Subsidise the cost of EVs by
allowing people to trade in their
existing ‘polluting’ vehicles

Encourage companies to work with
‘green’ companies across their
entire supply chains

Ban single use plastics and
encourage supermarkets to have
recycling facilities for packaging
at all their stores

Clearly communicate the benefits
of transition to a zero carbon
economy to the wider public

Young Energy
Professionals Forum

Follow us
@YEPForum, @EnergyUKcomms
Young Energy Professionals Forum

Contact us
E: YEPForum@energy-uk.org.uk

The voice of energy industry
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